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Abstract

This paper describes a model for image segmentation that tries to capture the low-level depth reconstruction exhibited in early human vision, giving an important role to edge terminations.

The problem is to find a decomposition of the domain $D$ of an image that has a minimum of disrupted edges—junctions of edges, crack tips, corners, and cusps—by creating suitable continuations for the disrupted edges behind occluding regions. The result is a decomposition of $D$ into overlapping regions $R_1 \cup \ldots \cup R_n$ ordered by occlusion, which we call the 2.1-D Sketch.

Expressed as a minimization problem, the model gives rise to a family of optimal contours, called nonlinear splines, that minimize length and the square of curvature. These are essential in the construction of the 2.1-D sketch of an image, as the continuations of disrupted edges.

The paper describes an algorithm that constructs the 2.1-D sketch of an image, and gives results for several example images. The algorithm yields the same interpretations of optical illusions as the human visual system.

Introduction

One of the principal goals of low-level vision is to segment an image. Thus if $g(x, y), (x, y) \in D$, represents an observed image (i.e. the light intensity striking the lens from direction $(x, y)$), then we want to segment the domain $D$, i.e. partition $D$ into regions $R_1, \ldots, R_k$ such that $R_i$ is the part of the image in which the nearest object is some object $O_i$ and on the boundary between any two regions $R_i$ and $R_j$, object $O_i$ occludes object $O_j$ or vice-versa. Another of the goals of low-level vision is to compute or estimate what David Marr called the 2.5-D sketch associated to the image $I$, i.e. the depth image $z(x, y)$ recording the distance from the lens to the nearest object in the direction $(x, y)$ and its normalized partial derivatives:

$$p(x, y) = \frac{z_x}{\sqrt{1 + z_x^2 + z_y^2}}$$
$$q(x, y) = \frac{z_y}{\sqrt{1 + z_x^2 + z_y^2}}$$

Marr proposed multiple sources of information contained in the intensity image $g(x, y)$ from which one could hope to estimate the 2.5-D sketch $(z, p, q)$, but it has proved hard to implement his program except in cases where very accurate stereo or motion data is available, or where the lighting and surface reflectances are heavily constrained. In this paper, we want to propose a synthesis of these two goals, segmentation and the 2.5-D sketch, which greatly simplifies the numerical burden of the 2.5-D sketch and at the same time simplifies 2D segmentation by incorporating occlusion explicitly. We will call this the 2.1-D sketch.

Consider figure 1(a), an image of several blades of grass against a blurred, distant background. A portion of this image, somewhat simplified, is shown segmented in figure 1(b) using 9 disjoint regions. However, the 9 regions do not correspond to 9 distinct objects in the world: there are only 4 objects reflecting light - the 3 blades of grass and the background "object". Although each of these objects lies at varying depth, there is a simple ordering of the objects telling you which objects occlude which others. So we can describe the scene by a stage set with 4 "wings", transparent except where they contain an object (the background is last and is everywhere opaque). This is shown in figure 1(c).
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This is what we mean by a 2.1-D sketch: it is a set of regions $R_i$ in the domain $D$ of the image which fill up $D$ but which may overlap, in general, plus a partial ordering $>$ on the regions indicating which are in front of which others. Often there will be a background object $R_0$ behind all others for which $R_0 = D$. Our contention is that this type of segmentation is more natural than the kind with disjoint, unordered $R_i$ and that it captures the most accessible part of the 2½-D sketch.

The chief reason for which we expect the 2.1-D sketch to be readily computable is the presence of T-junctions. T-junctions are points where the edges in the image form a “T”, one edge $\Gamma_1$ ending abruptly in the middle of a second edge $\Gamma_2$. Such points nearly always arise because $\Gamma_2$ is an occlusion edge and $\Gamma_1$ is any kind of edge (occlusion edge, shadow edge, surface marking edge) on a more distant object whose continuation disappears behind $\Gamma_2$. Our experience with a variety of photographs in many different settings is that there are very often enough T-junctions to order most of the visible objects in depth. Shading heuristics (not precise shape-from-shading calculations) often provide important complementary clues.

The importance of T-junctions in the human visual system has been known for a long time, but its role and power has been greatly clarified by recent work. In particular, it has become increasingly clear that T-junctions are computed early in the visual process and are not merely part of an object recognition paradigm as in the early blocks-world algorithms of Guzman, Roberts, Waltz, etc. The gestalt school of psychology and, particularly, the contemporary psychologist Gaetano Kanizsa has made a thorough and deep analysis of T-junctions [2]. Consider figure 2 from Kanizsa. 2(a) and 2(b) differ only in the addition of diagonal lines which change the corners in 2(a) to T-junctions in 2(b); 2(b) is unmistakably 3-dimensional. 2(a) and 2(c) differ only in the subtraction of short connecting lines which change corners in 2(a) to terminators in 2(c).

We see that a terminating line is a weak form of T-junction and that several aligned terminators are a strong clue to occlusion. Likewise corners, especially when pairs of their edges are aligned, are degenerate forms of T-junctions, as in Kanizsa’s pac-man illusion, see figure 3(a).

In all these cases, the mind seems to create a 3D scene in which occluded parts of visible objects are reconstructed. In the pac-man case, the mind goes further and creates missing outlines of the nearer occluding triangle, explaining their absence in the raw data by an accidental match of the lightness of the occluding object and the far background.
A striking confirmation of the reality of these so-called illusions and the illusory contours that we feel we see was found by R. von der Heydt and his lab [3]. The responses of single cells in visual areas are codified by describing their visual field: the area within which moving or stationary bars and edges produces activity. They found, however, that many cells in visual area V2 \(^1\) responded when no actual stimulus was present in their visual field, but when edges outside this field produce illusory contours that cross this field. Finally, we want to mention the beautiful experiments of K. Nakayama who has explored human perception of data in which various clues for depth-T-junctions, stereo, motion, etc. -- conflict [4]. His results show in many cases that T-junctions override other clues and are always powerful organizing forces in an image.

### Energy functionals

The piece-wise smooth model of the segmentation problem in computer vision asks how to clip a picture into as few and simple pieces as possible while keeping the color of each piece as smooth and/or slowly varying as possible. One approach to the problem, taken by Mumford and Shah [5], is to define a functional that takes its minimum at an optimal piece-wise smooth approximation to a given image. The image is a function \(g\) defined on a domain \(D\) in the plane. It is approximated by a function \(f\), which is smooth except at a finite set \(\Gamma\) of piece-wise \(C^1\) contours which meet \(\partial D\) and meet each other only at their endpoints. The functional defined below gives a measure of the match between an image \(g\) and a segmentation \(f, \Gamma\):

\[
E_{M.S}(f, \Gamma) = \mu^2 \int_D (f-g)^2 \, dx + \int_{\partial D} ||\nabla f||^2 \, dx + \nu \int_{\Gamma} ds.
\]

The first term asks that \(f\) approximate \(g\), the second asks that \(f\) vary slowly except at boundaries, and the third asks that the set of contours be as short, and hence as simple and straight as possible. The contours of \(\Gamma\) cut \(D\) into a finite set of disjoint regions \(R_1, \ldots, R_n\), the connected components of \(D\setminus \Gamma\).

In this paper, however, we seek a model that incorporates partially the way that \(g\) derives from a 2-D projection of a 3-D scene. Rather than base our 2.1-D model on a set of curves \(\Gamma\) that cuts \(D\) into disjoint regions, we ask for a set of regions \(R_i\) whose union equals \(D\), and with a partial ordering that represents relative depth. The overlapping of regions gives in a sense the most primitive depth information. The domain \(D\) is considered as a window that reveals the value of \(g\) only on a portion of the plane. As a result, contour integrals will exclude portions of a contour that coincide with the boundary of \(D\).

Here is a variational formulation of the problem of finding the 2.1-D sketch. We seek a functional \(E_{2.1}\) much like \(E_{M.S}\) that achieves a minimum at the optimal overlapping segmentation of \(g\). Let \(\{R_1, \ldots, R_n\}\) be a set of regions such that \(\bigcup_{i=1}^n R_i = D\), with a partial ordering \(<\) that represents occlusion.

\[
R_i' = R_i \setminus \bigcup_{j: R_j < R_i} R_j
\]

is the "visible" portion of \(R_i\). Throughout the paper, \(R_i\) denotes a closed subset of \(D\) with piecewise smooth boundary and connected interior. The expression \(\{\{R_i\}, <\}\) denotes an ordered set of overlapping regions, which we will call a segmentation.

We then define the energy \(E_{2.1}(\{R_i\}, <)\) as

\[
\sum_{i=1}^n \mu^2 \int_{R_i'} (g - m_i)^2 \, dx + \nu \int_{R_i} \phi(\kappa) ds
\]

In this formula, \(m_i\) is the mean of \(g\) on \(R_i'\), and \(\kappa\) is the curvature of \(\partial R_i\), i.e. \(\gamma\) where \(\gamma\) parameterizes \(\partial R_i\) by arc length. The function \(\phi: \mathbb{R} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}\) is defined by

\[
\phi(\kappa) = \begin{cases} 
\nu + \alpha \kappa^2 & \text{for } |\kappa| < \beta/\alpha \\
\nu + \beta |\kappa| & \text{for } |\kappa| \geq \beta/\alpha
\end{cases}
\]

---

\(^1\) Known as Brodmann area 18 in man, this area is adjacent to the primary visual area V1 (= area 17 = striate cortex) and is a recipient of a high proportion of its axonal output.
The scalar constants $\mu$, $\nu$, $\epsilon$, $\alpha$ and $\beta$ in the definition of $\phi$, determine the characteristics of a segmentation which minimizes $E_{2,1}$. Their dimensions are:

$$
\begin{align*}
\mu & \sim \text{intensity}^{-1}\cdot \text{dist.}^{-1} \\
\nu & \sim \text{dist.}^{-1} \\
\alpha & \sim \text{dist.} \\
\beta & \sim \text{dimensionless} \\
\epsilon & \sim \text{dist.}^{-2}
\end{align*}
$$

This simple choice of model applies to a variety of pictures. Its simplicity necessarily restricts the kinds of pictures for which it is effective.

Firstly, the model does not allow self-overlapping "woven" regions such as a garden hose would project, nor folded regions such as produced by an image of a sleeve whose edge disappears around the back of an arm. This can be solved with a model that assigns local occlusion relations along edges rather than trying to find a global organization.

Secondly, the model is piece-wise constant; each region $R_i$ is given a constant intensity $m_i$. This means that the simple curved surface of a coffee mug, which can project a single region with greatly varying brightness, may wrongly be divided into several regions in a minimum of $E_{2,1}$. It also means that crack tips never appear in any $R_i$. This is solved by replacing the constant $m_i$ with a smooth approximating function $f_i$ on $R_i$, and adding a penalty term $\sum_i \int_{R_i} \|\nabla f_i\|^2$ to ask that $f_i$ vary smoothly on $R_i$.

Thirdly, transparency and shadows are not treated. This can be solved by giving nearer regions the choice of either occluding farther regions, or modifying them, i.e., shadows darken father regions, while water distorts what is behind it.

**Properties of $E$**

The first and second terms of $E_{2,1}$ are easily seen to give, on $R_i$:

$$(\text{variance}_{R_i}(g) + \epsilon) \cdot \text{area}(R_i).$$

This is the basic term that keeps $g$ close to constant on each region; without it, the trivial segmentation $\{D\}$ achieves a minimum of $E$.

An interesting variant, due to Y. Leclerc, incorporating these terms, is

$$\log(\text{variance}_{R_i}(g) + \epsilon) \cdot \text{area}(R_i).$$

The term then approaches $\log(\epsilon) \cdot \text{area}(R_i)$, as $\text{variance}_{R_i}(g) \to 0$. This variant is a first step to incorporating texture boundaries into energy functionals:

$$\int_{C} \gamma^2 ds + \beta \sum_{c \in C} |\arg \gamma(c_+) - \arg \gamma(c_-)|.$$

In other words, the penalty for a corner is proportional to the change in tangent direction at the corner.
Elastica

Minimizing $E_{2.1}$ involves interpolating hidden edges behind occluding objects. Although this may seem a rather fanciful pursuit, Kanizsa's experiments [2] have revealed that people often make such interpolations automatically and without thinking whether these imagined curves are justified by the visible parts of the scene. For instance, subjects may report "seeing" partly occluded objects contradicting facts one knows about the shapes and sizes of common objects².

These human interpolations are hard to predict and probably involve constructions based on a complex set of remembered shapes. Here we only attempt to model the simplest aspects of this. Suppose a region $R_i$ disappears behind occluding objects at $P_0 \in \partial R_i$ and reappears at $P_1$. Suppose $t_0$ and $t_1$ are the unit tangent vectors to $\partial R_i$ at $P_0$ and $P_1$. Then we can characterize the invisible portion $\Gamma$ of $\partial R_i$ between $P_0$ and $P_1$ as the curve which minimizes:

$$\int_\Gamma (\nu + \alpha \kappa^2)ds$$

subject to the boundary conditions of beginning at $(P_0, t_0)$ and ending at $(P_1, t_1)$.

This particular variational problem has a long history, having been first investigated by Euler in 1744³. The curves which minimize this integral have been called "elastica" since then, and have appeared here and there, esp. in treatises on elasticity (cf. [7], Chapter 19 and [8] for a recent treatment). One reason why they are not better known is that they are not expressible by simple functions, but require elliptic or similar functions.

Putting complex coordinates in the plane, they may, for instance, be written as logarithmic derivatives of the theta function:

$$F(z) = \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \log \theta(\omega, z + a) - b \cdot z$$

where

$$\theta(\omega, z) = \sum_n e^{\tau \sin^2 \omega + 2 \tau \sin z}$$

and either

- $\omega = it$, $a = \frac{i}{2}$, $b = F'(\frac{i}{2} - \frac{i}{4})$, some real $t$, or
- $\omega = \frac{\omega_{i+1}}{2}$, $a = 0$, $b = F'(\frac{i}{4} + \frac{i}{4})$, some real $t$.

These forms generate the minimizing curves for any $\nu$ and $\alpha$ including those that make loops, i.e. which are minima in the topological class of curves with each possible total turning angle between $P_0$ and $P_1$. Some examples are shown in figure 5.

Computationally, the simplest way to solve for them seems to be hill-climbing: start with a convenient chain $P_0 = x_0, x_1, \ldots, x_N = P_1$ of points joining $P_0$ and $P_1$ for which $x_1 - x_0 = \text{constant} \cdot t_0$ and $x_{N+1} - x_N = \text{constant} \cdot t_1$ and let it evolve to decrease $\int (\nu + \alpha \kappa^2)ds$. Thus we may estimate the curvature $\kappa_i$ at $x_i$ as:

$$\kappa_i = \frac{\theta_i - \theta_{i-1}}{d_i + d_{i-1}/2}$$

where $x_{i+1} - x_i$ has length $d_i$ and orientation $\theta_i$. Its second derivative can be estimated by:

$$\kappa_i'' = \frac{2k_{i+1}}{d_i(d_i + d_{i-1})} - \frac{2k_i}{d_id_{i-1}} + \frac{2k_{i-1}}{d_{i-1}(d_i + d_{i-1})}$$

Then the curve evolves by:

$$\text{new } x_i = x_i + \epsilon(\nu \kappa_i + \alpha \kappa_i^2 - 2 \alpha \kappa_i^{*2} \cdot (-\sin(\theta_i), \cos(\theta_i)))$$

for $2 \leq i \leq N - 2$ (n.b. $x_0, x_1, x_{N-1}$ and $x_N$ stay fixed).

A Segmentation Algorithm

We outline a segmentation algorithm that finds the 2-D sketch of an intensity image $I$ in three stages: finding edges and T-junctions, hypothesizing continuations, and minimizing $E_{2.1}$ combinatorically with these edges and continuations.

We have so far developed and coded only the third stage in order to test the concepts behind $E_{2.1}$ and find whether this functional may be expected to give reasonable results in general. The first two stages are the subject of current investigations.

---

³De Curvis Elasticae, an appendix to [6].
The first stage finds intensity edges using a common algorithm such as that of Canny [9]. It assembles edge points into curves using estimates of tangent and curvature in a neighborhood larger than nearest neighbors on a grid. We are experimenting with a simple curvature estimate based on the observed behavior of end-stopped cells in the primate visual system. This gives a set of curves \( \Gamma = \{ \gamma_1, \cdots, \gamma_k \} \) which do not intersect. Next, their endpoints are joined to nearby curves, both to jump gaps and to form T-junctions and corners. Corners and T-junctions can be confirmed using a cornerness measure, such as
\[
\left\| \begin{pmatrix} I_{xx} & I_{xy} \\ I_{xy} & I_{yy} \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} -I_x \\ I_y \end{pmatrix} \right\|^2,
\]
described by Kitchens and Rosenfeld in [10]. Along edges, it takes maxima at points with the greatest 1-dimensional curvature. In these cases, the endpoints of the curves, \( \gamma(0) \) and \( \gamma(1) \), are tagged as corners and T-junctions for the second stage.

To complete curves across the gaps left by the edge detector, we put a prior on the space of curves, with fixed tangent and possibly also curvature at the endpoint. The prior can be a simple heuristic function that encourages completions across short, straight gaps, with increasing penalty as curvature increases. Very interesting work in the same direction has been carried out by Zucker et al., see [11].

For each completion that does not correspond to a T-junction, we delete the two fragments of curves from \( \Gamma \) and add the completed curve to \( \Gamma \). At T-junctions and corners, we split the curves, so that at the end of the first stage of the algorithm, \( \Gamma = \{ \gamma_1, \cdots, \gamma_k \} \) is a set of curves which meet each other only at their endpoints.

The second stage hypothesizes new contours from edge termination cues, by matching up pairs of endpoints, disqualifying unlikely matches via simple heuristics, and computing continuations for the remaining candidate pairs.

One heuristic requires the length scale of a continuation to be reasonably close—say, within an order of magnitude—to the lengths of the two curve segments being joined. Thus if two curves of length 1 are 15 units apart, they should be disqualified. We feel this is an important heuristic and should be substantiated with further empirical evidence. Another heuristic requires that matching T-junctions have very similar intensity on corresponding sides of the base of the T. A third heuristic disqualifies a triple point if it contains a cusp; these arise from markings on a curved surface, and should not be continued. Near a triple point, it is more difficult to approximate the curvature of one edge due to its interaction with the others nearby.

Continuations are computed using a prior, which in this case should give an approximation to the elastica described earlier. The new curves \( \{ \gamma_{k+1}, \cdots, \gamma_{k+i} \} \) are added to \( \Gamma \), and are marked as "hypothetical."

The third and final stage minimizes \( E_{2.1} \) on \( I \) by combinatoric search, to find the optimal segmentation wherein all region boundaries lie along contours in \( \Gamma \).

Given \( \Gamma = \{ \gamma_1, \cdots, \gamma_k \} \), a set of non-self-intersecting contours which meet each other and \( \partial D \) only at endpoints, we let \( \Pi = \{ P_1, \cdots, P_n \} \) be the closures of the connected components of \( D \setminus \Gamma \). The algorithm solves the problem of finding an overlapping segmentation \( \{ R \} \) of \( D \) which minimizes \( E_{2.1} \) such that \( \partial R \subseteq \partial D \).

In this setting, the algorithm needs only a finite number of scalar values as input, together with an embedded oriented planar graph whose edges are the \( \gamma \in \Gamma \), which we orient arbitrarily. The values necessary, for each \( \gamma \in \Gamma \) and for each \( P \in \Pi \), are:

1. \( |\gamma| \), the length of the contour;
2. \( \int_{\gamma} \psi_{\phi} \), the curvature term of \( E \) computed on the contour except where it coincides with \( \partial D \);
3. \( \arg \gamma(0) \) and \( \arg \gamma(1) \), the orientations of the tangents at the endpoints of the contour;
4. \( \text{d} x \), the mean value of an image function \( g: D \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) on \( P \); and
5. \( |P| \), the area of \( P \).

The vertices \( V \) of the embedded graph are the set of points in \( D \) which are endpoints of some \( \gamma \). To specify the graph structure, it suffices to associate, to each contour \( \gamma \),

6. \( v_{0, \gamma} \) and \( v_{1, \gamma} \), the vertices it links, and
7. \( P_{0, \gamma} \) and \( P_{1, \gamma} \), the faces it separates,

labelled so that as one travels from \( v_{0, \gamma} \) to \( v_{1, \gamma} \), \( P_{0, \gamma} \) is on one's left and \( P_{1, \gamma} \) on one's right.

Given these as input, the general strategy is to compute optimal segmentations for subsets of \( \Pi \) whose unions have connected interior, starting with just single \( P \)'s, then in two's, three's, and so on, each time using the previous results. This performs the desired combinatoric search, and gives the 2.1-D sketch for the image, given the curves and continuations from the first two stages.

We have applied the combinatoric search algorithm to the examples in figures 1(a) and 3(a). The contours \( \Gamma \) which we used are those indicated in figures 1(b) and 3(b): in the case of figure 3, we have added several plausible candidates for the extensions of the boundaries of the visible regions. In both cases \( \Pi \) consists of
11 disjoint regions $R_i$, while $\Gamma$ has 25 edges in figure 1(b) and 18 edges in figure 3(b). In both cases, the algorithm gives the intuitively “correct” overlapping segmentation shown in figures 1(c) and 3(c), provided the constants are correctly chosen. $\epsilon$ is unimportant so long as it is relatively small. The other constants need to satisfy a rather complex set of constraints:

1. The penalty $\beta$ for angles must be sufficiently large compared to $\mu$ and $\nu$ because introducing overlapping regions trades fewer angles for greater intensity variance and contour length.

2. On the other hand, if $\mu$ is too small compared to $\nu$ and $\beta$, the energy will be minimized by the null segmentation: no regions except for the background.

3. If $\mu$ is too large compared to $\nu$ and $\beta$, then the energy will be minimized by a segmentation with many many contours, which follow small texture features as well as true object boundaries.

A compromise which seems to work in most cases is this. First compute the total variance of the image, without any segmentation. Call this tot-var. Then to get reasonable results out of the non-overlapping $\mathcal{E}_{M-s}$, we can set:

$$\nu = \frac{\text{tot-var}}{40 \text{diam}(D)} \mu^2.$$ 

(This may be justified heuristically by assuming that the contours may remove about half the total variance and that to do so we may need about 10 horizontal and 10 vertical lines.) For $\mathcal{E}_{2,1}$, the curvature coefficients may be set by:

$$\alpha = \frac{\text{tot-var} \cdot \max(\text{curv})}{60} \mu^2,$$

$$\beta = \frac{\text{tot-var}}{60} \mu^2$$

where $\max(\text{curv})$ is the maximum of the expected curvature of the contours which you want to preserve (i.e. above this limit, the quadratic penalty turns to a linear one). The heuristic for $\beta$ is to roughly equalize the penalty for a right angle and a contour running across the image. These gave us values which worked for figures 1 and 3.
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